
We are on a mission to redefine the future of anesthesiology and 

intensive care, making it safer, more efficient, and more connected than 

ever before. Backed by the credibility and expertise of a French medical 

society gathering experts in anesthesiology and intensive care. We are 

introducing a groundbreaking initiative at the intersection of healthcare 

and technology. Together with the French government, we envision to 

become the best worldwide actor with the Center of Excellence in 

France.

Problem Statement & Opportunities

In the current healthcare landscape, patients often struggle with 

stressful medication regimes and complex instructions prior to surgery. 

Errors or non-compliance can lead to surgery cancellations, causing 

distress for the patient, financial loss for the hospital, and delays for 

other patients. Hospitals also deal with scattered data and static risk 

assessment methods that do not cater to individual patient needs.

Solution

Our comprehensive solution includes a smart watch certified for medical 

usage to monitor patients' health and provide timely reminders for 

medication intake and appointments. We also offer an innovative 

intelligent questionnaire, powered by a decade's worth of highly 

qualified data and information. This questionnaire adjusts in real-time 

based on the input and current medical regulations, providing a 

dynamic and personalized approach to assessing patient health and 

surgical risks. It also helps predict post-surgery recovery time, aiding in 

efficient hospital bed management. Our API centralizes data, ensuring 

compliance with HIPPA and French Medical Data regulations and 

preventing scattered information in hospitals. We ensure vendor 

freedom, making our solution available to anyone in France or around 

the world
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Management team & contacts

➢ Dr. Vincent COLLANGE, CEO

Anesthesiologist-intensive care specialist

➢ Karim AOUADI, General Manager, 

Chief Technical Officer
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Product/Service Overview

Our product is a unique blend of smart watch technology, AI, and a 

decade's worth of carefully tagged and qualified data. Our SaaS API 

applications provides real-time health monitoring, personalized 

medication planning, and dynamic risk assessment through an 

intelligent questionnaire. This questionnaire adjusts based on the input 

and current regulations, providing a personalized and up-to-date 

assessment of surgical risks and post-surgery recovery times. Our 

system drastically cuts down configuration time, facilitating seamless 

integration in various hospital systems. We are already in production in 

many sites, demonstrating the practical viability and efficiency of our 

solution. 
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